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The Westcotts and David Harum
by Richard G. Case
The semi-mansion at 909 James Street, Syracuse, was razed without a
noticed complaint in the fall of 1962. Few Syracusans remembered that the
prosaic, mustard-colored house had a small place in the history of American
literature.
In the 1890's, when the house was number 826, the Westcotts lived
there. The man of the house was an occasional clerk, banker, and stock
broker who worked for the Syracuse Water Commission. When he died, the
obituary writer of a Syracuse newspaper described Edward Noyes Westcott as
a "clerk," and added, "Mr Westcott was facile with a pen but never indulged
himself in writing to any great extent."
Today, few of us recognize the name Edward Noyes Westcott, although
we probably know the book he wrote, David Harum, A Story of American
Life, which is, by almost any standard, fairly called an American classic. It is
one of the best-sellers of all time.
Westcott died in March 1898, six months before the publication of his
book. David Harum was in the bookstores that fall with a first printing of
1500 copies. It went through six printings in twelve weeks; in two years, the
book sold more than' 400,000 copies, a record at that time broken only by In
His Steps and Trilby. It continued to sell for the next thirty-five years,
passing the million and a half sales mark in 1911. Paperback editions have
appeared in recent years, including a version by Dover. Books in Print, 1968,
also lists a hard-cover edition published by Peter Smith.
I am indebted to fellow Library Associate Henry S. Bannister,
distinguished hook collector of Riverview Farm, Phoenix, New York, for the
information that the first edition of David Harum was published in two states.
In the first, the "J" in the name of Julius appears on page 40 as a perfectly
formed letter. In the second, the bottom of the stem of the capital "J" is
broken. Both states of the first edition carry the copyright date of 1898. The
Rare Book Department of the University Library has two copies of the first
Mr. Case is a feature writer for the Syracuse Herald Joumal and Herald
American, and a trustee and chairman of the Publicity Committee ofLibrary
Associates. He is the author of "Geddes, New York, 1829-1835: Letters of
George Owens, " which appeared in The Courier, Vol. VIII, No.4, July, 1971.
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edition, first state, a very difficult edition to find, and also a London printing
of the book, published by C. Arthur Pearson, Ltd., dated 1899 and carrying
the imperfect "J," the latter in its original brown cloth binding.
In addition, the Rare Book Department has Number 164 of a limited
edition of 750 copies of David Harum published by Appleton in 1900, with a
portrait of Westcott and illustrations by B. West Clinedinst and C. D. Farrand.
The binding appears to be the publisher's, in white paper, gilt-stamped. The
author's autograph has been mounted below the portrait. This edition
included Forbes Heermans' introduction to the first edition and his
"Introduction to the Illustrated Edition." Mr. Bannister's copy of this edition
is number 195, and has been handbound in red calf with gold-tooled spine
and dentelles, French endpapers, and gilt edges.
Numerous spin-offs followed the success of David Harum. Editions
flowed into other countries. The Germans tried a translation in the
Pennsylvania Dutch dialect. William H. Crane moved to "star" stature in a
play (first prcduced in 1900) and silent film (1915), both of which make
David, rather than John Lenox, the central character. Will Rogers played
David in the "talkie" (1934), and "The True Tales of David Harum" was a
radio serial for many years. Forbes Heermans said:
It has been the theme of many poems and parodies; the
text for homilies; the inspiration for cartoonists; the source of the
orator's wit; and an astrologer has asked in all seriousness for full
details of the history of the book and its author, so that he may
cast the horoscopes of novels yet unpublished, and thereby
foretell success or failure.
In all of this, an odd sequel came from William Allen White, the Kansas
editor. He claimed that Rudyard Kipling wrote David, using a pen name.
When newspaper reports asked him to elaborate, he referred them to Lydia
Pinkham.
David Harum was meant to be funny; it hardly reflects the tragic life of
the man who wrote it. Westcott died at the age of fifty-two without knowing
he had written a successful book. He was dead of pulmonary consumption on
March 31,1898.
The family tree was being pruned long before that, however. In 1800 a
farmer named Gorton Wescott (a "t" was added later) immigrated from New
England to the Herkimer County,·New York, village of Newport. Gorton had
fourteen children, and two came to sensational ends. One was George Nelson
Westcott, of whom little is recorded except that he lived in Troy and began a
family tradition by committing suicide. The other son was Amos, who
became something of a legend in upstate New York.
Amos Westcott was a product of rural New York who moved to the
city. In 1836, he taught natural philosophy, chemistry and mathematics in a
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small academy at Pompey, while he studied medicine with a doctor in the
community. Later he attended medical school at Albany, gtaduated and
began to practice dentistry. He came to Syracuse in 1841.
In time, Amos would be known as the country's "first dentist,"
apparently an honorific rather than a chronological title. He is reputed to
have helped to move dentistry out of the "barber chair" era. He improved
then-unsatisfactory dental tools, wrote books on oral surgery, and was a
founder of the New York College of Dental Science in Syracuse, the fifth
institution of its kind in the United States. Dr. Westcott used chloroform,
improved false teeth, and invented a new kind of butter churn and a
burglar-proof key fastener. Syracuse elected him mayor in 1860. He was
Edward Noyes Westcott's father.
In 1869, when his son was twenty-three years old, Amos made
probably the most unusual investment of his life. With six others, he
purchased the "Cardiff Giant," the great Onondaga Hoax that had just been
dug from a bog south of the city. One of his partners was his old friend,
David Hannum, the horse-trading banker of Homer in Cortland County. Later
it would be claimed that Westcott used a split father-friend image as a model
for his own "David."

" He seems very pleasant," said Mrs. Carling,
meekly ignoring her sister's reproach.
". Oh, yes," she replied indifferently, "he's
pleasant enough. Let us go upand have awalk on
deck. I want you to be sound asleep when Tulius
comes in."
The broken "J" on page 40 of the London edition of David Barum, published by
C. Arthur Pearson, Ltd., in 1899. The broken "J" also appears in the ftrst edition,
second state. From the Rare Book unit of the Arents Library.

One morning after breakfast in 1873, Amos Westcott went upstairs, put
a pistol to his head and killed himself. There was no public explanation of the
act.
The father of the author 'of David Harum had married twice. His first
wife was Clara Babcock of Newport. Two children, Watts and Clara, died as
infants; only Edward lived to maturity. There were two children in the
second family, Margaret and Frank Westcott, born to the dentist and Harriet
Nash Westcott. Margaret became Mrs. Austin K. Muzzy of New York City and
died there in 1911; historian Franklin Chase recorded her death as a suicide.
Edward's half-brother, Frank Nash Westcott, who was an Episcopal
6

minister and rector of St. James Church in Skaneateles, also was an author.
After several minor successes with religious writing, Frank completed a novel,
Hepsey Burke. 1 It was in press when he hanged himself with a bathrobe cord
in a Wisconsin hotel in 1915.
Edward Westcott was born in Syracuse in 1846. "Ned," as the family
called him, grew to be a tall, slender blond with what a friend called an
"intellectual face." He left high school at sixteen to become a junior clerk in
a Syracuse bank, spent two years with a life insurance firm in New York City,
then returned to Syracuse as a teller and cashier in another bank. In later
years he founded Westcott and Abbott, Bankers and Brokers, but when the
company floundered, he dissolved it and joined the Syracuse Water
Commission as register.
Westcott enjoyed music. He had a good baritone voice and even wrote
some songs; one composition, for which his James Street neighbor, Forbes
Heermans, provided the lyric, was called "Morning, Noon and Night."
Fragments of an operetta were found in his papers after his death. A
frustration of his later years was that illness prevented him from singing.
Two poems by Westcott, "Sonnet" and "Chacun a son bon Gout,"
were published in Harper's Magazine in January 1900, after his death. He also
wrote several pamphlets which were issued by the Reform Club of New York,
of which he was a member, and local letters to the editor signed "Q."
Once in a while a streak of color flared in Westcott's character. There is
a story that he used to turn up in a local pub and finish a glass of milk, two
jiggers of whiskey, and a piece of blood-red beef, explaining that it was for his
lung trouble.
There is no record of exactly when Westcott's off-hours writing took a
serious turn. It probably came with the death of his wife and the steady
decline of his own health. Forced to give up working for a living because of
the worsening of his "lung trouble," he retired from his city job in June
1895. That summer he took his ideas and a stack of copy paper with him
when he visited the Adirondacks at Lake Meacham, near Saranac. Westcott
apparently had been thinking about a character like David Harum for some
time and believed that one incident he was tinkering with (later Chapters
XIX-XXIV) would make a magazine story. He did not tell anyone until later,
but at Meacham he did the first work on what was to become his only
full-length book.
The book-in-progress traveled with the ailing writer to Italy the next
January when Westcott stayed with Alexander Henry Davis at the latter's

1

My copy of Hepsey Burke is the edition copyrighted by H. K. Fly in 1915, and in 1914
and 1915 by the Red Book Corporation, illustrated by Frederick R. Gruger and
published. by Grosset & Dunlap. The character of Hepsey is sometimes called a "female
David Harum." One newspaper account claimed the author drew on people and events
in Skaneateles for this novel.
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home overlooking the Bay of Naples. (The former Davis estate in Syracuse is
now Thornden Park.) After several months abroad, Westcott returned to
Syracuse, and completed a first draft of his novel in the late summer of 1896.
That August he wrote his daughter Violet that "it isn't a book yet, and
I have not the smallest expectation that it ever will be." When the manuscript
was on its way to the first of six publishers who rejected it, he wrote, "You
mustn't have any expectation about the book. I have none." Once his sister,
Mrs. Muzzy, asked her brother what he had done with the manuscript. "I
have thrown it up on the shelf of my closet and there I mean to leave it," he
said. He told a friend, "When I am gone perhaps some of my affairs will turn
up trumps but as long as I live luck is dead against everything I undertake."
The seventh publisher, D. Appleton & Co., sent Westcott an acceptance
a few days before Christmas 1897. His friend Heermans, the Syracuse
bachelor who wrote "Westerns," did the painful job of cutting the book to
the size Appleton wanted and revising the first two chapters. Heermans also
wrote an introduction.
Westcott did his last work on David Harum in the house on James
Street. He was very ill and spent most of his time in an upstairs bedroom. His
fingers twisted by cramps, he could not hold a pencil and sometimes used an
old typewriter. On good days, he worked on a neighbor's sunporch.
According to one anecdote, the writer sometimes passed completed pages to a
messenger named Patsy Clary, who peddled his bicycle down James Street
and handed the manuscript to a professional typist.
Another story came from Albert Schweizer, who said he was Westcott's
valet during the last hours of rewriting. This version has the author propped
up in bed, writing into the early hours of the morning across the counterpane,
coughing and calling for cigarettes and shots of whiskey. Said Schweizer:
He didn't do much talking. He was just like a man at his
desk with a job to do and he kept at it hour after hour. He could
write and write and write, sometimes laying almost face down on
the quilts with the paper in front of him, sprawled out as one
sprawls on the grass.
Westcott wrote his daughter that by the time he had typewritten the
book for the second time, "I was so sick of the stuff that I could smell it
when I opened the front door."
The final manuscript used 'by Appleton survives in a small collection of
Westcott material at the Syracuse Public Library. The typescript, with ink
corrections, is tied with string, by chapters, with cover pages of printed
sermon forms.
The people of the village of Homer like to think that Westcott's
character really was their David Hannum, Amos Westcott's friend, who died
in January 1892 at the age of sixty-eight. Harum's village in the book was
8
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Frontispiece and title page of the William H. Crane edition of The Christmas Story from David Harum, published by Appleton in 1900. Crane
played David in a comedy-drama based on the Christmas episode, as well as in a film produced by the Famous Players Film Company. Will
Rogers also portrayed David in a film of the 1930s. From the Rare Book unit of the Arents Library.

"Homeville." The most that can be said is that David Harum is a work of
fiction; each reader is left to his own conclusions about the originals, if any,
of the characters. (Claims were staked on others, including Lenox.) The
author's uncle, Owen Westcott, did live in Homer. His mother, Clara Babcock,
was a first cousin of the real-life David Hannum's second wife. Prior to
publication, Westcott remarked in a letter, "I have lived with and among the
people I have written about. ... A great many of David's peculiar figures and
sayings were constantly cropping out in my father's diction."
Heermans said he thought any claims by readers that they were
"originals" of characters in the book were "absolutely without foundation.
The characters are all from life, it is true, in the sense that they are lifelike,
but not from individuals. Each one is entirely the creation of the author's
imagination· and this fact he asserted with much earnestness over and over
again." According to his friend, Westcott didn't dare put real people into his
book: "They'd spoil it."
The theory that David Hannum was the prototype of Westcott's David
has persisted, however, even to the extent of being taken for granted in some
circles. A newspaper story of March 2, 1934, announcing the coming to a
Cortland theater of the film, "David Harum" in which Will Rogers played
David, begins,
David Harum is coming back! The film version of Westcott's great story in which Homer is Homeville and David
Hannum is David Hamm, opens at the State Theater next
Sunday. The coming of David Harum is going to be an event. The
original David was a popular character in these parts. Will Rogers,
who plays the part of David on the screen, is popular, too, and
everyone is looking forward to seeing his portrayal of the shrewd
horse trader. 2
The article points out the physical similarity of Will Rogers to David Hannum
and devotes the remainder of its two columns to Hannum rather than Harum.
Also, a ten-page article of 1898 by William Hoge, titled "The Real David
Harum," has a subtitle reading, "The wise ways and droll sayings of 'Dave'
Hannum, of Homer, N.Y., the original of the most popular book of the year
- how he made and lost a fortune - his many deeds of charity - amusing
anecdotes about him.,,2
At a little more distance from Homer, Cortland, and Syracuse, however,
resemblances of Harum and Homeville to Hannum and Homer are ignored, if

2

Sources of these quotations were provided by Mrs. Shirley G. Heppell, Librarian of the
Cortland County Historical Society.
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recognized at all. Under "Reviews of Books" in the October 15, 1898, issue
of the New York Times - Saturday Review, a review titled "A Type Created
in David Hamm" reads
Mr. Westcott has in David Hamm succeeded in doing what
all authors do not accomplish. He has created a new and
interesting type that obtains something more than mere temporary interest from the realism with which it is encompassed. We
are led, without violence, into a bright and sunny, although
quaint, atmosphere, and those of us who are at all familiar with
country people and the lives they live will recognize old friends

The Westcott home on James Street in Syracuse,
where most of David Harum was written.
Courtesy of the Syracuse Herald Journal.
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"YOU HAVEN;T SEEN ANYTHING THAT I.ooKED LIKE A PARSON', HAVE
yOU? YOU CAN GENERALLY troT 'EM EVERY TIME/'

An illustration from Hepsey Burke, by Edward Westcott's half-brother,
the Reverend Frank Nash Westcott. Courtesy of Richard G. Case.
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and their doings somewhere in the book. David Hamm is a
character entirely unlike those we have had from Dickens,
Thackeray, Charles Reade, or any of the English school. He is
distinctively American, and yet his portrayal has awaited the
hands of Mr. Westcott in spite of the activity of Miss Wilkins,
Miss Jewett, and others, who have so delightfully drawn for us
many pictures that deal with life in country towns.... The
character sketching and building, so far as David Hamm is
concerned, is well nigh perfect, and many an established author
might well envy the achievement thus obtained, but when the
romance itself is considered, as a whole, it limps.... The book is
wonderfully bright, readable, and graphic, but it would yet seem
too early and too violent to rank Mr. Westcott, whose untimely
death we all lament, with such veterans as Mark Twain, James
Russell Lowell, and Bret Harte.
The same publication reported on April 1, 1899, that
According to the current number of The Bookman, the best
selling book for last month was "David Hamm," by the late
Edward Noyes Westcott, published by D. Appleton & Co. We
have heard much about "David Hamm" of late, and how from
local fame it has steadily made its way beyond the limits of New
York - west, east, south, and north - for soon, there is to be a
special Canadian edition. Possibly all has been said by the many
admiring critics concerning the book itself; and the author's
simple, genial life and peaceful end - almost with the last
proofsheets in his hands - has been related in many forms.
Posthumous success provided a boon for Westcott's three children,
Harold, Violet and Philip. They were set for life - as long as they lived.
Harold, the eldest, died of natural causes at Loon Lake in 1904 at the age of
twenty-nine. Comely, Camille-like Violet, her father's favorite, married the
New York lawyer Victor Morawetz, who was about twenty years her senior.
He supposedly fell in love with Violet when he saw a portrait of her by the
society artist, Mrs. Albert Herter, painted during Violet's travels in Europe.
They were married in London in 1911. Seven years later, she died of acute
arthritis.
Philip Noyes Westcott, the last surviving child, ended the family line
with an exclamation point. Philip left Syracuse for San Francisco, where
newspapers called him "widely known in club and society life" and
mentioned his "carefree and well-ordered life." He often appeared in the
company of Alexander Rutherford and his beautiful wife, Helen. The
handsome, Williams College-educated son of the writer was forty-two when
13

he went to his room at the University Club one afternoon in 1926, took an
Army pistol from a drawer, and shot himself through the temple. A note
giving all of his $100,000 estate to Helen Rutherford, described in news
accounts as recently divorced from her husband, was found, as were several
versions of a will. One left a few thousand dollars to Charley Marsh, the club
valet.
Philip's hugger-mugger dispersal of his father's thousands finally went
to court, and after a year of litigation, San Francisco Superior Judge
Fitzpatrick ordered final distribution of the royalties to relatives in the East. 3
The Westcott corpus actually contains two books. At his death, a
manuscript of about eight thousand wurds was found in the author's effects.
He called it The Teller; like Westcott, the main character worked in a bank.
The fragment was published in 1901 as part of a small book which included
sections of Westcott letters, excerpts from which have been used above, and a
biographical sketch by Forbes Heermans. An English edition was published in
1913 by C. Arthur Pearson, Ltd. My copy indicates that Pearson also
published cloth and paper editions with Clinedinst and Farrand illustrations.
The Rare Book Department has a first edition of The Teller in addition to the
first, limited, and English editions of David Harum cited above.
Note on Sources
Sources of research for this article include the extensive files on the
Westcotts and David Harum at the Onondaga Historical Association, the
Syracuse Public Library's Local History Room collection, and the research
for Mrs. Ann Ward's thesis on David Harum for the Cooperstown Graduate
Program. The author also located a typescript of an article on the Westcott
Family by Franklin Chase, Syracuse historian, in the Herald Journal library,
and found information about Philip Westcott and the estate heirs in the San
Francisco Chronicle library and the county clerk's files in San Francisco. A
study on "The Use of Folklore in David Harum" by Henry Glassie appeared
in the September 1967 issue of the New York Folklore Quarterly.

3

According to court records, these were Mrs. Gilbert Frazer, Emily J. Westcott Keller,
The Rev. John Dow Hills, the Rev. George Heathcote Hills, and Reginald Hills. The
Hillses were Edward Westcott's nephews, the chiidren of his wife's sister, Sarah Dow
Hills.
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The Romanian Village
in Peter Neagoe's Short Stories
by loan A. Popa

A Transylvanian immigrant at the beginning of the century, a painter
turned writer in Paris in the late twenties, and an active force in the American
expatriate movement there, Peter Neagoe (1881-1960) holds a special
position in the history of letters. He was best known in the United States
between 1930 and 1950 as a painter and writer, and also as the editor of an
anthology of the writings of expatriates. However, because of the major
theme of his novels and short stories, Neagoe belongs rather to Romanian
literature. His main source of inspiration was the Transylvanian village at the
end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth. Had he not
written his work in English, he would have stayed in the line of Slavici,
Agarbiceanu, Pavel Dan or Rebreanu, remarkable modern Romanian writers.
Syracuse University Library has a complete Peter Neagoe collection of
manuscripts, letters, working sheets, published works and paintings, all
presented to the University by Mrs. Anna Neagoe in 1962 and housed in the
Mayfield Library. The papers ate of value to literary researchers for two
special reasons: 1) Neagoe's fiction concerning Romanian peasant life was
much praised by critics in the thirties and forties, and represented the most
notable achievement of a Romanian immigrant to this country, and 2) his
activity in Paris, largely reflected by his correspondence and notes as well as
the anthology, "Americans Abroad," shed fresh light on the whole expatriate
movement.
Neagoe writes out of first hand experience, but he allows himself a
sufficient lapse of time to have detached himself from his topics; though his
main concern is to tell a story, not infrequently he lets the characters act by
themselves without any interference on the part of the author. Sometimes
("Gavila's Confession," "Eyes") he makes the effort to keep himself out of
sight and say nothing or very little about his characters. In other cases ("A
Pattern"), he chooses a human situation of potential significance and lets it
unfold in front of the reader's eyes without imposing any solution.
Mr. Popa is a lecturer in the Department ofEnglish at the University ofCluj,
Romania. During the 1971-72 academic year, he was an American Council of
Learned Societies visiting research scholar affiliated. with the English
Department at Syracuse and pursuing his research on Peter Neagoe's life and
work at the Mayfield Library.
15

Peter Neagoe. Photo from the Peter Neagoe Papers in the Arents Library.
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Describing country life with the grace and touch of color of a painter,
Neagoe employs the terse imagery he might have acquired from the French
masters in the museums of Paris or from the prose of Hemingway:
The sleigh hummed on the smooth snow road. In the west,
which they were facing, the cloud blanket was falling on the
earth. It slipped over the hills and trailed on the flats. They were
running into that fold of the cloud blanket. After a short time the
wind came up. It came rushing on· them driving snowflakes. It
came stronger, the snow thick in it ("Storm," WW, p. 35).1
To Peter Neagoe the village is the core of life in the Transylvania of his
childhood. It is an individual community, a little world in itself, frequently
identified against the lack of color and uniformity of city life and
representing the roots and the cradle of a nation. Aciliu is not a particular
village; it is any village populated by sturdy peasants. They get up when the
sun rises and work in the fields from morning until, late in the day, when the
sun "is lying down," they quit, overcome by fatigue but happy with a sense
of fulf1lled duty. Their daily life may mean toil at the pace of the seasons,
that reaches its climax in summer:
The peasants were as active as bees in high summer. The
village itself was like a hive full of honey. It was redolent with
ripe straw, it glowed golden, for the wheat and rye had been
harvested ("Drum Beat in Harvest Time," SS, p. 17).
At that time of the year when "children make play of useful work" and an
endless tinkle pours out from the smithy and the wheels of the water mill
keep turning day and night, the midday break affords rest and a sense of
togetherness:
When the sun marked midday, all activity stopped. There
was a lull. Only the four water wheels at the mill turned and
turned. Sitting in the shady places on the ground, the peasants ate
cold string bean soup and corn mush. They scooped the soup
with wooden spoons, three, four, or even six of them from the
same bowl, depending on the- size of the bowl. A little talk, a few
words from one, a few from another man or woman, laughter
too. Then the conclusion of the meal with all crossing themselves
and thanking God for the daily bread ("Drum Beat in Harvest
Time," SS, p. 18).
1

Quotations are from Winning a Wife and Other Stories, New York, Coward McCann,
1935 (WW), and A Selection of Stories by Peter Neagoe: Syracuse University Library,
1969 (SS).
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Work is the peasant's way of life; men and women alike work on their
patch of land to provide the daily bread. There is work in the rattle of the
100m or the colorful embroidery of their clothes, in their cheese making from
ewe's milk up in the mountains, or in their folk art and poetry and the
nostalgic music played on the shepherd's fife. They take pride in their work
and, in turn, it confers dignity on them.
From there it is just a short way to a deeper age-old understanding of
life and its permanent values. It is especially in the face of authority and city
dwellers that the peasants fmd an ultimate support in the permanence of this
unwritten wisdom, as they find refuge under the fragrant roof of mother
nature.
But the peasant is cunning; with authorities he plays the dolt but sticks
to his purpose. In "A Simple Case," Radu, the Sql'1inter, and his two friends
humbly avoid pleading guilty for the theft of a beautiful horse of the village
merchant when accused of robbery not corroborated with plain evidence:
"Answer yes or no."
"To please your honorable judgeship who is kind enough to
give me both yes and no, I 'take both with your leave be spoken
and say yes and no" ("A Simple Case," WW, p. 254).
That is the naive and hilarious wisdom of Pacala (The Trickster), a popular
character in Romanian folk stories, always directed against those in power or
the rich the peasant always tries to avoid.
Neagoe does not try to idealize his peasants very much. It is true that a
superficial reading of his work may result in an Arcadian picture framed in
the author's intentions to introduce an unfamiliar setting and way of life to
the American reader. But one should go deeper, beneath the surface. The
peasant world is different from that of the American farmer. The bright
colors, fresh air, and beautiful peasant girls are seen with the eyes of a boy
whose happy childhood at the foothills of the Carpathians was a treasure
Neagoe cherished all his life. His stories are an attempt to search for a lost
time, and the author fails to emphasize potential social meanings. However,
directness and the objectivity of observation characterize Neagoe's approach.
He writes close to earth in depicting a soci~ty living close to earth. His novels
deal widely with its very social structure, while the stories help create a
picture out of unrelated bits.
The priest is one of the pillars of the community, but in the stories he
either descends directly from Chaucer:
Stemmed on his trunklike legs, wide apart, he looks upon the
children; rumbling laughter issues from his barrel-shaped
trunk. , .. He devours, his holiness does, plant and animal.
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The jacket of There Is My Heart, a 1936 Neagoe n~veip~blished in London by
J. M. Dent & Sons Ltd., and in New York by Coward McCann, depicts a scene from
Romanian peasant life. From the Mayfield Library.
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First page of the holograph manuscript of "Drum Beat in Harvest Time," with the
author's signature. Note the changes in title, from the original "The Sun Lies Down" to
"Village Interlude" to the final title used in publication. From the Peter Neagoe Papers
in the Arents Library.
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Then he belches and yawns and runs his paw over his wife's
neck and slaps her ... ("A Segment of the Whole," WW, pp.
147-48),
or is somehow reluctantly accepted by his congregation:
... the bishop sent a young priest, a hungry-looking lanky man
with a pointed Adam's apple sticking on his neck, as much a
blemish as the original sin, the symbol of which it is.... The men
took off hat or cap to the priest, but slowly, with somber
countenances; for they said that a man like that could never bring
rain with his prayers when rain is needed ("Contentment Is
Silent," WW, p. 275).

For peasants have faith but are not bigots. There is a faith in which the
mystic and pagan beliefs dwell together and keep them going:
"Lina, darling, my eyes are weak, so weak. Spray a few
drops in them from your breasts. It's better than dew for old
eyes, it clears them like a charm" ("Storm," WW, p. 30).
The holy days are always strictly observed, but they are also days of
feasting, song and dance. The Sunday white and embroidered costumes and
the lively steps of Romanian folk dances appear again and again, interwoven
in the pattern of the stories as additional but useful examples of skillfulness
and industry:

Lina had shirts with fine embroidery on sleeves and collar
band. Even the ruffled cuffs of her shirt sleeves were heavy with
silk embroidery. Her Sunday aprons were of finest wool. The
patterns on them rich with deep red, black, blue and a green dark
as moss ("Storm," WW, p. 27).
Neagoe dwells on simple incidents that range from the stoical
acceptance of death to village gossip. But he does not deny his peasants deep
feelings, proving the" rich spiritual resources that lie in people whose lives
seem grey and overworked. The purity of young love seen through the eyes of
a fourteen-year-old boy ("Eyes") or the mystery of life revealed through a
stallion to a young boy and a young girl hidden in the hayloft ("Shepherd of
the Lord") are as real as Aron's fierce revenge in "Storm" or Savu's
unspeakable alienation in the midst of a community where one hardly
expects it in "A Pattern."
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A Selection of Stories by

PETER NEAGOE
ARRANGED WITH NOTES BY

John S. 7vrayfield

SYRACUSE

PETER NEACOE, 1881-1960
From the original portrait by Anna Neagoe
presented by her to Syracuse University

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
MCMLXIX

Frontispiece and title page_of the limited edition of Neagoe short stories arranged with notes by John S. Mayfield and
published by Syracuse University Library in 1969. From the Mayfield Library.

The village is rich in life and seems to have been considered all the time
against the bleak walls of the city which fascinated the young artist at the
turn of the century. It is elemental life, which makes one think of another
great modern lover of the virtues of life lived in the bosom of nature, Jean
Giono. The stories are full of scents and colors: rain in the mountain distills
perfume from pine, moss and soil; the base of a giant fir tree is a bouquet of
flames; there is perfume of damp wool and shorn mountain grass; hair and
ripe straw carry a golden light; the fragrance of hay and straw seeps in the
stone of a barn's making, while even the. dust is scented; a woman's breath is
like a balm of healing summer breeze, as a young shepherd smells of male
tallow. The eye catches the narrow slit running down from a girl's shirt
collar-band and the slender body of a horse, as one hears the scythe in a
dew-drenched clover field or the skylarks in the sky. There is delight and
recollection that point to significant manifestations of life.
The village and the peasants are Neagoe's constant concern, but in the
stories he does not pretend to exhaust his topics; the stories are only
fragments of peasant life. More often than not the author is full of humor and
bitter irony, but he always tries to reveal a particular aspect of the Romanian
peasant's attitude, and his approach to the everyday problems of his
existence.
Peter Neagoe's stories are not, like Hemingway's, a Nick Adams cycle,
though, in a way, they concern the "education" and introduction to life of a
young boy. The reader has to single out for himself the values that may
contribute to this education: work as the salient characteristic of a healthy
life, love of nature, tradition and spiritual values expressed in folk art, and a
deep understanding of human relationships that makes people endure and
survive.
A Peter Neagoe bibliography with some biographical material, prepared
by Donald F. Sturtevant and published by the University Library in 1964, is
housed with the Neagoe collection in the Mayfield Library, where it is
available as an additional tool in the study of Peter Neagoe and his work.
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The main stairway stretches from the basement Periodicals Section to the second floor.

INSIDE
BIRD

Library users at Syracuse University increased
from 1500 to 7000 in the first two months after
the opening of the Ernest S. Bird Library in
September 1972.
Following are some typical scenes in the new
building, as librarians, faculty and students
pursue their common goal of excellence in
education.
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Director of Libraries Warren N. Boes and Assistant Director Metod M. Milac confer in one of the administrative offices.

Students avail themselves of individual study carrels,
while others read in the open area at rear.

The Main Catalog, situated conveniently between the Circulation and Reference areas.
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A seminar room in use.
These rooms, designed
for small seminars, are
available on four floors
of the Library.

The listening carrels adjacent to the Music Department provide opportunity for
individual study or pleasure through use of the records and tapes in the music collection.
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The Reference Desk, with a portion of the reference collection beyond.

w

o

A reading area in the Periodicals section.

Using specific commands, a librarian askS the c·omputerized disk fIle, through the
terminal she is operating, for any information needed concerning any of the Library's
holdings, whether received and cataloged or on order.

A glassed-in staff area
occupies the center of
each subject floor. Easy
two-way access between
staff and the library
user is provided.
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Librarians relax in the Staff Room.

The Copy Services Room. In the foreground is the Microprinter, which copies microfilmed material on paper; at center, an operator copies microcards on the Dennison
Enlarger; and at right, the "1-2-3" is used to reproduce enlarged copies of Library of
Congress union catalog entries, for use as catalog cards.
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The 1916 Room.
A temporary exhibit occupies the permanent exhibit cases on the far wall.

The business office within the Library Processing Center.
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An Arents Library
processor brings a box
of manuscripts to the
researcher who has
requested them in the
Arents Library reading
room.

A Library Science class meets in the sixth floor Spector Room to examine a selection of
rare books from the Arents Library.
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John S. Mayfield, curator emeritus of the Mayfield Library, in a corner of the Mayfield Room.

The Mayer Wetherill Collection:
Music ofthe Nineteenth Century
by Peter Korff
Miss Anna Wetherill Olmsted of Syracuse has presented the University
Library with the Mayer Wetherill Collection of Nineteenth Century Music, a
valuable gift documenting the musical climate of a distinguished private
cultural circle.
Mayer Wetherill was Miss Olmsted's grandfather and congenial companion of her youth. It was his custom to read to the young Anna, and when she
was ten years old, he began to teach her to play the violin. Her progress was
so excellent that her grandfather urged Miss Olmsted to become a concert
violinist, but she preferred the visual arts and has contributed to that field, in
Syracuse art circles and beyond, for many years. She was director of the
Everson Museum of Art from 1931 to 1958, seryed the community as art
critic for the city papers for forty years, and continues as consultant to the
art criticism columns of the Sunday Herald American.
The Wetherill Collection consists of light chamber music, featuring
predominantly the violin. There are a Mendelssohn first edition and ten or
fifteen works by reasonably well-known composers such as Spohr and
Onslow; the remainder are of specific interest to scholars and violinists
because they are early and middle nineteenth century repertoire long out of
print. There are pieces by many of the lesser known eighteenth and
nineteenth century composers, many of them the more popular artists of
their own day. Most popular of all was Johann Strauss' arch-rival Joseph
Lanner, who formed and conducted Vienna's first open-air orchestra and laid
the foundation of the Viennese Waltz. There were other successful men like
Alex Rolla, conductor of opera at La Scala; Kalliwoda (admired greatly by
Schuman), conductor of Prince Furstenberg's private orchestra; Franz
Krommer, court composer to Emperor Francis II; and composer-teacherpublisher A. Andre, who was first to publish Mozart's own thematic catalog.
The duets of Bruni and Jansa were highly regarded by teachers of this time, as
were the personalized violin solos. of Spanish-born virtuoso Pablo de Sarasate.
The Wetherill collection contains many reductions, adaptations, and
arrangements of music by the major figures of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. There are several bound collections of music for piano and violin
based on "favorite opera melodies." There are also, of course, many works by
Mr. Korff is a music student at the University and works in the Music
Department of the Library.
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Mr. Wetherill in a corner of his home, with his violin and a portion of his music collection. The author believes the composition on the stand behind Mr. Wetherill's head to be
the Mendelssohn first edition of the Trois Grand Quatuors pour Deux Violins. Courtesy
of Miss Anna W. Olmsted.
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the masters themselves. The true worth of this collection, however, is not to
be found in anyone rara avis, but rather in the quality of the whole as
representative of the chamber music of its time.
Although there is little information to be had about the dates, places
and occasions of Mr. Wetherill's acquisition of the collection items, the
ambience from which the whole emerges is discernible in the life and interests
of the man who collected it. Born in 1835 in Philadelphia, Mayer Wetherill
was a life-long devotee of the violin. He excelled as a performer, an
instrument maker, and a collector. What is more, he belonged to that rare
species of musician, the "true amateur." This is simply to say that he was
dedicated to music and not to a career, a choice made possible by his
membership in a landed family of considerable wealth. He always kept a
quartet of strings on hand, "for those stormy evenings when friends would
want to leave their own instruments at home." The schedule and pressures of
a concert violinist would merely have interfered with his enjoyment of his art.
His involvement with music was nonetheless complete, as may be seen in his
own brief account of his four years in Leipzig:
My whole time while there was devoted to music, in one way or
another. I practiced six hours a day, went to all the concerts, and
played quartets and other music for pastime. In the summer when
the music in Leipzig stopped, I devoted my time to the violin
makers.
The family ancestry dates back to Christopher Wetherill, an Englishman
who came to America in 1682. Charles Wetherill, Mayer's father, was an art
enthusiast and collected many paintings of the Hudson River School,
particularly those of Thomas Doughty. A spirit of individualism has been a
heritage of the family ever since the days of Christopher, whose motto was
"Virtue and industry are the springs of happiness." There was Samuel
Wetherill, a free-thinking Quaker, who rose up in a meeting during the
Revolutionary War and declared that the colonists "ought not to turn the
other cheek" - they ought to fight! He was turned out of the meeting and
resolved to help Washington's cause under the guise of his occupation as a
farmer. Samuel drove his wagon through the enemy lines at Valley Forge,
with food and clothing for the troops concealed beneath a load of hay.
Mayer's life may have lacked comparable heroics, but not the initiative
behind them. He was a strong individualist and even as a boy showed unusual
self-confidence. Friends of the f~mily tried to dissuade him from pursuing his
study of the violin because it still carried with it the rustic connotation of the
fiddle and therefore was not considered to be a "gentleman's instrument." He
was urged to take up the flute instead, but persisted in following his own
inclination and remained a violin pupil of Theodore Kammerer for eight
years. He was an accomplished violinist by 1870, when he went to Leipzig
with his wife and daughter for a four-year stay. There he studied repertoire
with Cornelius Meisel, who at that time was concertmaster of the Capelle
38

Cover board of Mayer Wetherill's book on violins. Courtesy of Miss Anna W. Olmsted.

Gewandhaus Orchestra and the Royal Opera of Leipzig. Meisel had been a
pupil of Henri David and David had studied with Louis Spohr; both David
and Spohr are represented in Mayer's music collection. The excellence of
Mayer's playing may be surmised from the fact that Meisel begged him to
perform on the concert stage. Mayer replied that he was not a physically
strong man, did not need the money, and did not care about applause.
The years spent in Leipzig might well have been the busiest in Mayer's
life. It is safe to say that a large portion of his music collection was purchased
during this period. His ability in performance and his knowledge of music
must have increased enormously, as did his skill in the art of instrument
making. He had learned to make violins before going to Europe, and while
there was a pupil of Friedrich Sander of Kaiserslaughten. Sander, who had
been making violins for fifty years, had been a pupil of Vauchel, instrument
maker to the Tuscan Court at Wurtzburg, and of Francis Lupot, a pupil of
Antonius Stradivarius. Mayer had one of Sander's violins in his instrument
collection and described the circumstances of his acquiring it:
In the summer of 1874 (Sander died in 1876) Sander made this
violin for me. We selected the best wood in the shop, and as I saw
it made, know it is well made. Sander had the reputation of being
the best violin maker of his time. It was a very difficult thing to
get one of his violins. He had a list of orders two feet long, but I
don't think he ever fIlled them. Musicians all wondered at my
being able to get one, but the old gentleman liked me, and would
have done anything forme.
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A page from Louis Spohr's Sonate Concertante pour Harpe au Pianoforte et
Violon au Violoncello, Hambourg et Leipzig, Schuberth & Co. From the Wetherill
Collection in the Music Department of the Library.
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While in Europe, Mayer also purchased one violin made by Antonius
Stradivarius and one by Stainer. After that he added only three more
instruments to his collection: an old Amati Italian viola which he purchased
in Philadelphia and two violins that he made himself. The Monarch, which he
made in Philadelphia in 1885, was "made to prove that violins could be made
better now than in old times," if a violin maker could fmd good, seasoned
wood. He called it The Monarch because, he said, "it is the very best violin I
know of." It was modeled after the "famous Stradivari of Emanuel Wirth."
The other violin was made at 1024 South Salina Street, Syracuse, in 1891. It,
too, has a Philadelphia label, however, and was made for Mayer's brother,
Henry M. Wetherill.
Mayer's violin collection was not large or exceptionally valuable, but it
contained many fine instruments and a few genuine relics. The most unusual
was the violin made by John Gastor of Piney Woods, near Woodville,
Mississippi, in 1850. This is the oldest American violin in existence today and
is now a part of the collection of American instruments at the Smithsonian
Institution. It was presented to the Smithsonian by Dr. Louis Krasner,
Professor of Violin at Syracuse's Crouse College of Fine Arts at the time, who
had received the violin as a gift from Miss Olmsted. Professor Krasner kept
the violin in his studio for several years, until friends told him that they had
seen the oldest American violin at the Smithsonian, an instrument made in
the 1870s. He replied that he had one even older, and got in touch with the
Institution, donating the instrument to the collection shortly thereafter. The
only information available on the violin is that recorded by Mayer Wetherill
in a private inventory of his collection, titled "Some Violins Old and New,"
written by him in 1892 in Syracuse. His entry follows:
John Gastor, Piney Woods near Woodville Miss. 18?0
This man was a left handed jig fiddler, and the best in the whole
country. He lived in a poor section, and had probably never been
fifty miles from home in his life. He made this violin evidently
without tools. At first it had somewhat the form of a violin, then,
he altered it to a guitar shape. Charles Wynen (solo violinist and
pupil of de Beriot) came to Woodville. When Gastor heard him
play, it was such a revelation to him that he gave Wynen the most
precious thing he had, which was this violin. Wynen gave it to
William Feltus, he to Thomas M. Wetherill (my brother) and he to
me. It is a homely affair, but I doubt if any Cremona violin has
ever given the same pleasure ... as this old curiosity. Valuable as
a relic. Not for sale. "There is a divinity that shapes our ends,
Rough hew them how we will."
In 1874 Mayer Wetherill returned from Europe to Philadelphia, where
he lived until 1886. In that year his daughter, Clara, was married to Will H.
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Two portraits of Mayer
Wetherill, as a young
man and in his later
years, the latter painted
by his granddaughter,
Anna W. Olmsted. Both
portraits hang in Miss
Olmsted's home.

Olmsted and the three moved to Syracuse where Mayer remained until his
death in 1915. They lived at 1024 South Salina Street and had a summer
retreat near Skaneateles Lake.
Mayer Wetherill's last thirty years were filled with the enjoyment of his
family and his art. He loved children, dogs, and horses, and spent many an
active day outdoors. His evenings were still often devoted to chamber music.
Miss Olmsted recalls that as a child she frequently went upstairs to bed with
the sounds of a string quartet serving as a lullabye from below.
After Mr. Wetherill's death, his music and instrument collections were
preserved by the family. In recent years, Miss Olmsted has dispersed the
instrument collection through Dr. Louis Krasner and Mrs. Antje Lemke of the
Library School faculty. The availability of the music collection through the
University Library will be of service to violinists, scholars, and antiquarians
alike.
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Following is a complete list of composers represented in the Wetherill
collection:
Louis, N.
Alard, Delphin
Lubin, Leon Desaint
Andre, Anton
Martinn,
Jacob
Artot, Alexandre
Mazas,
Jacques-Fereol
Bazzini, Antonio
Mayseder, Joseph
Beethoven, Ludwig Van
Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Felix
Benedict, Julius
Molique, Bernhard
Beriot, Charles de
Mollenhauer, Edouard
Bonnhorst, C. F. von
Mozart,
Wolfgang Amadeus
Bruni, Antonio
Onslow,
George
Danzi, Francois
Osborne, George
David, Felicien
Paganini, Niccoli>
David, Ferdinand
Pleyel, Joseph
Durst, Felicien
Proch, Heinrich
Durst, Mathias
Ernst, Heinrich Wilhelm
Prume, Francois Jehin
Fodor, Joseph
Raff, Joachim
Gade, Niels W.
Reinecke, Carl
Hauser, Miska
Ries, Ferdinand
Herz, Henri
Reissiger, Carl Gottlieb
Huntern, P. E.
Rode, Ceceliode
Jansa, Leopold
Rolla, Alessandro
Kalliwoda, Johann Wenzel
Rubinstein, Anton
Kayser, Heinrich Ernst
Sainton, Prosper Philippe
Krommer, Francois
Sarasate, Pablo de
Kuffer, Joseph
Spohr, Louis
Labarre, Thomas
Svendsen, Johann S.
Labitzky, Joseph
Vieuxtemps, Henri
Lafont, Charles
Viotti, Giovanni
Lanner, Joseph
Wichtl, George
LeCarpentier, Adolphe
Wolff, Ernst
Lipinski, Karol
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Openfor Research.
Notes on Collections
The papers of Irving R. Levine occupy 21 linear feet of shelf space
and consist of correspondence, broadcast communications, and writings.
Following completion of his master's degree program at Columbia
University in 1947, Levine began his career in journalism with the
International News Service. In 1948 he went to Vienna and Paris as a foreign
correspondent for the National Broadcasting Company. He was a war
correspondent in Korea from 1950 to 1952, and in 1953 became the
commentator of the network news programs, "World News Round-up" and
"Monitor."
In 1955, Levine became the first television correspondent to be
accredited to Moscow and for a time was the only American radio
correspondent there, broadcasting the series, "This Is Moscow." After four
years in the USSR, he was assigned to Rome, where he remained for several
years.
The correspondence, 1949-1963, in the Levine collection relates for the
most part to his activities as a journalist. Twenty-two archival boxes of
broadcast communications, dating from 1949 to 1964, many relating to his
extended assignments in Moscow and Rome, contain assignment reports,
news programs and commentary, special programs, and tapes. Among the
news programs represented are "Emphasis" and "Mid-Day News," as well as
"World News Round-up" and "Monitor," already noted. Materials in the
special programs section relate to his participation in the production of
network television documentaries, including "Formosa ... the Island
Between," "Guatemala," and "Malaya ... War Without End."
The writings section of the Levine Papers includes manuscripts of
seventeen articles, seven speeches, and Levine's books, Main Street, Russia;
Main Street, Italy; and Travel Guide to Russia. There is also a draft of a
chapter contributed by Levine to a book titled A Memo to JFK from NBC
News, published by Putnam in 1961.
Another recently processed collection in the field of journalism
comprises the papers of Judith Crist, general assignment reporter for the New
York Herald-Tribune until 1958, when she became associate drama critic
under Walter Kerr. Since 1960 Miss Crist has held posts as editor for the arts
of the Herald-Tribune, film critic and associate drama critic of the New York
World Journal Tribune, and has reviewed short films on the NBC television
show Today. She reviews network films for TV Guide and first run films for
the magazine New York. The Judith Crist Papers consist of correspondence,
memorabilia and writings.
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Two additions to the Civil War collection in the Arents Library are the
papers, 1835-1911, of George T. Quick, and the papers, 1862-1866, of John
A. Bogert. As a second lieutenant, Quick was named regimental and post
adjutant while his unit was stationed at Point Lookout, Maryland; Yorktown
and Eastville, Virginia; and Morris Island and Beaufort, South Carolina. Quick
was given charge of a company in his regiment during the siege of Charleston,
and was commissioned a first lieutenant in 1863. The Quick Papers include
correspondence, military records, and memorabilia.
Lt. Col. John A. Bogert served for a time on the Yorktown peninsula of
Virginia. In the summer of 1863 he joined the forces besieging Charleston,
where he spent most of his time on administrative duties. In late 1864 he was
assigned to Beaufort, South Carolina, and took up duties as a provost
marshall, a position involving responsibility for the government of the town.
In February 1865 he was appointed commander of the 103rd U.S. Colored
Infantry. The Bogert Papers consist of correspondence and military records.
The correspondence has to do with family affairs, army camp life, the siege
and bombardment of Charleston, deserting Confederate soldiers and Confederate prisoners, escaped Blacks, the celebration at Fort Sumter at war's end,
Charleston after the war, and Bogert's responsibilities while in charge of the
military occupation of Thomasville and Macon, Georgia.
The papers, 1948-1971, of Diane di Prima, contemporary poet who
wrote in the Greenwich Village of the 1950s and 1960s as one of the "Beat"
poets, include correspondence, a diary, notebooks, poetry, and a complete
run of numbers 1-35, 1961-68, of the Floating Bear, a literary newsletter of
which Miss di Prima was the co-editor. She also was a contributing editor of
Kulchur magazine and publisher and printer of her own small-scale publishing
house, The Poets Press. Represented in the correspondence, 1960-1971, are
Denise Levertov, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Walter Lowenfels, William Burroughs, Kenneth Patchen and other persons notable in the field of
contemporary American literature.
Noteworthy accessions of rare books in the Fall of 1972 include
Volumes 8-15 of The Practical Christian, May 29, 1847 - April 21, 1855.
The newspaper, subtitled "Devoted to Christian Non-Resistance, Social
Reorganization and Human Progress," was published by the Hopedale
Community at Milford, Massachusetts, with Adin Ballou, founder and first
president of the Community, as editor.
Elleanor's Second Book, by Elleanor Eldridge, printed by B. T. Albro at
Providence in 1839, also is a recent acquisition of the Arents Library's Rare
Book unit. Elleanor was born at Warwick, Rhode Island, on March 26, 1785,
and was a freed slave. Although the National Union Catalog of Pre-l 956
Imprints lists six different printings, as well as the second edition of the
author's Memoirs, it does not give this title, nor is the book listed in Sabin's
Dictionary ofBooks Relating to America.
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News o.fthe Library
and Library Associates
Board of Trustees Meeting, November 17, 1972
The Board of Trustees met at the University Club in Syracuse on
November 17, with fifteen members present. Chairman Benjamin J. Lake led
the major discussion of the meeting, centered on th~ philosophical bases of
the goals and purposes of Library Associates, and the transitional position in
which it finds itself. Relevant to the discussion also was the consideration of
finances, the current active membership program, and prospects for the
future of the Associates.
Reports were received from the Estate Planning and Memorials,
Publications, Membership and Program committees. The Nominating Committee presented the name of Miss Betsy Knapp to fill the unexpired term of
Dr. Ernest L. Sarason, resigned, in the Class of 1973 of the Board of Trustees.
Miss Knapp, formerly a librarian at Syracuse University and currently
chairman of the Library Associates Membership Committee, was duly elected
to the Board.
Director of Libraries Warren N. Boes reported that the new Ernest S.
Bird Library is projecting a totally new library image to the University
community. Users have increased fivefold, and members of the faculty who
never used the library prior to the opening of the new building are using it
now with increasing satisfaction. Mr. Boes said that the new facility is such a
complete success that it has been overwhelming in many respects.

Fall Luncheon
Vice-chairman Chester Soling of Stamford, Connecticut, presided over
the annual Fall Luncheon at the University Club on November 17, following
the meeting of the Board of Trustees. Dr. Stephen Koff, Professor of
Comparative Politics in the Political Science department of the University,
addressed the thirty-eight Library Associates present on "Political Campaigning Around the World." Dr. Koff illustrated his talk with selections from his
personal collection ot: campaign posters from many countries.
Dedication of the Ernest S. Bird Library
Dedication of the new library, originally planned for the Fall of 1972,
was postponed because of some structural and other problems, now
corrected. As soon as a firm date is established for the dedication ceremonies,
probably in the Spring of 1973, plans will be completed for Library
Associates participation in the event.
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Local Meetings, 1972-73 Season
The local meetings program, nicknamed the "mini-meetings," has been
launched in Syracuse for the current season. On December 10, in the 1916
Room of the Bird Library, Dr. Mary Marshall presented "'The Coasts of
Learning': Some Great Renaissance Books in the Arents Library," with an
exhibit of the books discussed. Dr. Marshall, Professor Emeritus of English at
Syracuse University, returned to the Univer~ity this year as Visiting Professor,
teaching the graduate course in Shakespeare.
Dr. Randall Brune, Associate Professor in the Department of English,
will speak on "The Mystery of Mycroft Holmes" on January 28 in the 1916
Room. Dr. Brune is active in the Mycroft Holmes Society, dedicated to
matters concerning this little-known brother of the renowned Sherlock.
On March 4, Mrs. Antje B. Lemke of the School of Library Science
faculty will entertain members and their guests in her home at 5498 North
Manlius Road, Fayetteville. She will present a program on "Jacob and
Wilhelm Grimm Today," illustrating the topic with her collection of slides
relating to the life and work of the Brothers Grimm.
The "mini-meetings" season will end on April 8, when Curator
Emeritus of the Mayfield Library, Mr. John S. Mayfield, will talk about
"Book Collectors and Other Phenomena" in the Mayfield Seminar Room of
Bird Library. Mr. Mayfield's long association with collectors and Library
Associates, and his special brand of humor, should make this event a fine
climax to the local meetings of 1972-73.
All Library Associates and their guests are invited to enjoy these
informal gatherings that provide so much pleasure and information.
Honors to Members
The Reverend and Mrs. Benjamin J. Lake have been cited for their
"joint and individual efforts and time devoted to the many groups which
enhance the cultural life of the greater Syracuse community" by the Cultural
Resources Council of Syracuse. Dr. and Mrs. Lake were presented with the
1972 Conununity Service Award, one of the Service to the Arts awards of
the Council.
Gerda Taranow, former Syracuse University teacher and author of
Sarah Bernhardt, the Art Within the Legend, pays tribute to Mr. Walter L.
Welch, curator and director of Syracuse University Audio Archives, in the
foreword of her book, where she expresses "profound gratitude" to Mr.
Welch for his help. Miss Bernhardt recorded on Edison tinfoil as well as on
cylinders and discs. There are more than forty references in Miss Taranow's
book to Mr. Welch and his work in re-recording Edison and other cylinders
and discs by new techniques developed by Mr. Welch. and the Edison
Re-recording Laboratory at Syracuse University.
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